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SUMILARY

An analysis is performed of the velocity and altitude data derived from the
AI"N/GMD-2 rawin set track of four flights of the density proube (DENPRO) vehic-le
made at San Nicolas Island in May and December 1964. Data from AN.FPS-16
radars are available for two of the flights and are used as a basis for evaluating
the A,N/01MD-2 data.

Slant ranges and vehicle velocities derived from the AN/GM ND-2 compare
favorably with those derived from the AN/FPS-16 data. Vehicle altitudes de-
rived from the AN/GMD-2 are consistently lower than those derived from the
AN/FPS-16. This was due to AN/GMD-2 rauin-determined elevation angles being
lower than AN/FPS-16 radar-determined elevation angles by -- rying amounts,
though the reason for this has not yet been determined.

It has been concluded (1) that the modified AN/GMID-2 is capable of tracking
a rocket probe, (2) that AN/MD-2 rawin-determined velocities may be expected
to be within 1 per cent of AN/FPS-6 radar-determined velocities, and (3) that
AN/GMD-2 rawin-determined altitudes are about I per cent lower than AN/FlPS-
16 radar-determined aititudes, up to an altitude of 400, 000 feet.
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IN ZTRCDUCTION

The pu~rose of this rep-t is to Present an analysis of the vi-ocit-y and alij-
tide data derived from the track b the AIN /0GD-2 rawin set of den-sity prob-e
(-DENPRO) vehicles launched fmnx San Nicolas Island during May and December
1964. Six flights were made with a transponder telemetry system which provided
data for the omxtation of ve'icle velocity and altitude when tracked with a mod-
ified AN/GMED-2. There are no da-a available from one of these flights because
of the failure of the telemetry systen to function properly. One flight, flight
operation 411176 of I May 1964, ns e valuated hr the U.S. Army Electronics
Laboratories- Fort Monon uth, N-.ew Jersey treerence I). The remaining four
flights were evaluated by the Pacific Missile Range (P-.UR.) and form the basis of

g this report. Of these four flights, two were tracked by AN/FPS-16 radar az well
I as by the AMN/GMD-2, and the velocity and altitude data derived from these t-o1- sources are compared.

The DENPRO system consists of a Ditot tbe and a telemetry assembly pay-
load carried aloft by a two-stage solid-propellant vehicle which consists of a SPAR-
ROW booster and a high-veiocit- ARCAS sustainer. During ascent, pitot-tube
pressures are telemetered to the AWN/GMD-2 which serves as the ground telemetry
and tracking station. Minor modifications were performed on the AN. G UD-2 to
permit the recording of data on magnetic tape and to permit the tracking of the
DENPRO vehicle and the determination of its velocity and altitude.

The DEN PRO system is fully described in references I and 2, and the reader
is referred to them for the details of system theory and operation.

VEHICLE ACQUISITION

In order to permit the use of the DENNPRO system in locations where only
limited space is available, the system has been designed to operate with the AN/

G-MD-2 antenma located as close as possibie to the vehicle launcher. As a result
of the proximity of the antenna to the launcher the vehicle cannot be tracked from
lift-off, because the antenna slew rates reauired to follow the vehicle are much

j greater than the slewing capability of the AN/G MD-2 antenna.

This Problem is circumvented by aiming the antenna at a point along the ve-
I hic!e's flight path and delayig the energization of the antenna drive circulits until
| the vehicle reaches a point wher_ the antenna slew rates required do not exceed

4 the caipability of the AN/GMD-2. The time delay required .11 be smaller the
more closely the ANNM---D-2 antenna can be placed to the vehicle launcher..

For the flight operations conducted from San Nicolas island the ANM-2M
ME_ antenna was located 430 feet from the launcher at a bearing of 140 degrees. For

this particular relationship of antenna to launcher, the antenna slew rates required
at any time to track the vehicle were determined trigonometrically, hr the use of

I predicted flight trajectory data. The time delay required after launch until the
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- equired antenna slew rates would fall within the capabiiities of the ANiGMD-2
was determnxi to be 6 seconds, at which time the vehicle would be at an a1"t- 1 !=
of about 10, 000 feet.

Angular settings required for the -ANiGMD-2 antenna to intercept the vehicle
at this 6-second point were computed with the aid of predicted flight tr.ajeC!tory
data. The experience gained from these fligAts has shox.-n that the antena 10(_k
angles should be based upon the predicted resultant elexation :zad a;zimuth angles
for the flight. That is to say, launcher settings could be completely ignored in
computing the 6-second position of the vehicle.

I practice, acquisition of the DENPRO vehicle has posed no problems. Even
with some large errors in nredicted resultant azimuth angles, the field of view
of the AN/GMD-2 antenna has been large enough to acquire the telemetry signal
and to initiate tracking. Attempts to initiate track on ARCAS vehicles at about
6, 000 feet (6-second time deli. have resulted in some failures. Even though the
ARCAS vehicle is moving slower than a DENPRO vehicle at this point. apparently
the smaller field of view requires a more precise prediction of vehicle position
than can always be achieved.

SL IANT R.NG E

The range-change signal produced by the phase comparator i the modified
AN/GMD-2 during a flight is recorded on magnetic tape at 60 inches per second.
At the completion of the flight the tape is played back at a speed of 15 inches per
second into a multichannel recording gaivanometer with the paper speed set at 1
inch per second. Figure 1 is a sample of the range-change record obtained frum
a flight.

Each complete electrical cycle of range change represents a distance of 2 000
yards. The slant range is the total number of cycles multiplied by 2, 000 yards,
plus the original distance between tracking antenna and vehicle launcher.

A spin rate at sustainer bu-nout of about 7 revolutions per second is induced
on the sustainer to help maintain low angles of attack dniring the ifight. Slnce both
the transmitting and receiving antenas are linearly polarized, a signal loss is
suffered twice during each spin.. And since the amplituade of the output of the phase
comparator is sensitive to the strength of the received signal, the amplitude of
the rainge-change signal is, in effect, modulated with a frequency twice that of the
rocket spin rate.

The recorded rnge-change signal requires the least smoothing as it prsses
through electrical zero. These zero crossings give the most easily : -.i-ti!e

points for deiermining incrcments of range c -. The IE o
ay betwee. an approxmately straight horizontai line connecting the nosiiv-

peaks wnd an approximately straight horizontal line connecting the negative peaks
of the range-changs signal.
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Print pulses (as showrt in figure 1) are generated and recorded on the mag-
netic tape each time the ANGINED-2 prints out antenna azimuth and elevation an-
gles. These are used to establish a time correlation between the -n - !ar data
ad the range-change data.

Table I presents a comparison between the values of slhnt range versus time
as obtained from galvanometer records and as determined by the AN'iFPS-16.
Flight operation 417104 shows good agremeat between the AN/GMD-2 raw;in-
determined and AN/FPS-16 radar-determined slant ranges, with a root-mea.ni-
square difference of +180 feet. The ANzGMD-2 raw-Ain-determined slant ranges
obtained for flight operation 417158B average 473 feet less than the AN/FPS-16
radar-detennined slant ranges, with a root-mean-square difference of +516 feet.
However, the largest difference at any given time would account, in the first
flighl, for less than 500 feet of error in the altitude computationB and, in the 5ec-
ond flight, for less than 1, 000 feet of error.

The galvanometer record for flight operation 417104 (figure 2a) shows a slow,
smooth increase in range duxing the first 2 seconds of the flight. Tihe record for
flight operation 417158B (figure 2b) indicates a decrease in the range during the
first 0.3 second of flight, which is not consistent with a reasonable flight path.
Apparently, the effects of lift-off reduce in some wy the time constant required
by the airborne telemetry package to process the range-change signal, thus giving
a false indication of i decrease in range. The galvanometer records indicate that
this effect is temporary, with the time constant of the flight telemetry pad-,age
returning to its original value as the stresses of lift-off decrease, thus re-estab-
lishing a proper range value.

The anomaly discussed above in the range-change signal has bocn noted on
all flights except 417104. However, since the effect on the indicated range is ap--
parently temporary-, it does not provide an explanation for the systematic error
observed in the slant ranges for flight operatiHon 417158B. owever, it is noted

that the maximum range decrease of the anomaly is within about 50 feet of the
value of the systematic error observed. No other source of systematic error of
this magnitude is obvious within the DEN PRO system.

VELOCITY DATA

Velocity computations were made using dis-tnces equivaletit to a full range-
change cycle. The veioc" ¢ computed is the average value during the time incre-
ment required to travel this distance and is considered to have been the instanta-
neous value at the midpoint of the time increment. This assmnption is valid since
the acceleration of the vehicle is a smooth and very nearly straight-line function
during the data-gathering portion of the flight (150, 000 to 300, 000 feet).

Table 2 presents -ANIGMD-2 rawin-determined velocities and the differcn!e-s
between + -them and AN/FPS-16 radar-determined velocities. Table 3 presents
AN /GMD-2 data for flight operations for which no radar track was obtained. a d
the differences are those about a smooth c rve fit to the data. points visually. W--h



Tabi' 1. AN/GMD-2 Rawin-Detennined Slant Ranges Compared Wth
AN-FPS-16 Radar-Determined 51nt Ranges

ANiFPS-16 ANiGMD-2Time After I
Launch i Radar-Determined i Rawin-Determnined A Slant Range'

Slant Range . Slant Range (Feet)
(Feet)(Feet)

A. Flight Operation 417104, 17 December 1 96 4 b

58-83 200,60 20.700 1-91
60.86 209,535 209,500 -35
61.84 213,800 213,900 4100
64-88 226,919 227,000 ,81
67.94 239,810 239,600 -210

71.85 255,894 3 255,900 -6
73. 90 1 264.121 264,000 -121

7I.89 I279,82n 279.900 
81.85 , 294,856 295.300 -444_________________I_______________________ I _

B- Plig. Operation 417158B. 17 Decembe! 1964'

45.68 126,121 125.750 -371
51.63 155,077 ,I 155.000 -7
59.78 1 193.018 192.500 -518
67.87 228,662 1 228,500 -162
72-82 249,451 i 249,000 -461

78.79 273.524 27,250 -274
84.77 296.576 296.000 -576
89.76 314.943 314.550 -443
97.75 342.844 342,100 -744

103-75 362.495 361,800 -695

109.77 381.232 380,750 -482

115.82 398,853 . 398,300 -553
i119.88 410.043 409,250 -793

a AN-GMD-2 radar-determinetd slant r2nge mincs AN!FPS-16 -- dar-de-er-ined .sa" t ra c-

b'Me root--mean-sqare difference f!-r this flight is ±180 fee*
c 0 rne root-mean-squrare difference for this flight is ±516 feet.

one exception the root-mear.-square -anatons of velocity for the four flignts t,-l-

uated were between 25 and 35 feet per second. Flight operation A1715A of 17

December 1964, was by far the poorest fligt, with a root-mean-square diff-

of nearly 82 feet per second. Cn this flight the failure of the nose- cone to eject

kept the 403-megacycle (Mc) receiver antennas stowed and caused a range- -naMu g

signal of small amplitude. A major portion of the root-mean-square xar':t,-m -.a

al four flights can probably be attributed to the modulation imposed on th rageI

chaunge sig-al because of rocket spin,
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Figure 2. Galvanometer Records of First 2 Seconds of Flight Operations (a) 417104 and (b) 417158B.

When a curve that is fit visually to the data points is compared to LN/FPS-16
radar-determined velocit~ies, root-mean-square differences on the order of 10
to 20 feet per second are obtained.
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Table 2. AN/CMD.2 Rtwt...,in-D.ua. Vn!,, e.= . .
With AN/FPS-16 Radar-Determined Velocities

AN/GMD-2
Time After Launch Rawin-Determined A Velocity*

(Seconds) Velocity (Feet Per Second)
I (Feet Per Second)

A. Flight Operation 417104, 17 December 196 4b

46.0 4,838 -24
46.7 4,837 42
47.3 4,820 0
47.9 4,780 -20
48.5 4,820 -35

49.2 4,780 .t25
49.9 4,705 -30
50.4 4,705 -11
51.0 4,725 -27
51.8 1,705 -35

52.4 4.670 .8
52.9 4,650 15
53.7 4,600 -10
54.3 4,580 -11
55.0 4,580 +8

55.6 4,580 +27
56.2 4,580 +4S
56.9 4,580 j-65
57.6 4,528 &+33
58.2 4,460 -15

58.9 4,480 -25
59.5 4,460 -23
60.3 4,410 0
60.9 4,365 -27
61.6 4,318 -57

62.3 4,300 -52
63.0 4,318 -17
63.8 4,225 -82
64.5 4,270 -18
65.0 4,333 -64
65.9 4,315 -80

AN/GMD-2 radar-detem.ined velocity minus AN/FPS-!6 rader-determined
velocity.

b The root-mean-square difference for this flight is ±33.7 feet per second.

C77

___ -- 
-- ~ ~ -- ---
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Table 2. (Continued)

AN/GMD-2 I
Time After Launch Rawin-Determined A Velocity0

(Seconds) Velocity (Feet Per Second)
(Feet Per Second)

B. Flight Operation 417158B, 17 December 1964c

48.2 4,909 -1
49.1 4,902 .22
49.7 4,858 +7
50.2 4,842 -7
50.7 4,800 -17

51.4 4.761 -34
52.0 4,796 +18
52.6 4,762 .5
53.2 4,713 -22
53.9 4,754 -&39

54.6 4,745 4-50
55.2 4,665 -10
55.8 4.625 -27
56.5 4,646 -16
57.2 4.615 +5

57.8 4.646 ;56
58.4 4,580 410
59.2 4,494 -54
59.7 4,485 -45
60.5 4,485 -25

61.2 4.477 -11
61.7 4,501 ,-26
62.4 4,486 -
63.2 4.423 -3
63.7 4.390 -20

64-5 4,340 -44
65.2 4,360 -2
65.7 4,375 -25
66.5 4,355 -29
67.2 4,260 -42

a AN/GMD-2 radar-deterrnined :elocity minus AN!F-DS-16 r3dar-deltermined
velocity.

CThe rmot-mean-square difference for this flight is !24.6 feet per second.
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Table 2. (Concluded)

Time Afte Launch I Rawin-Determined A Velocity,
(Sjconds) Velocity (Feet Per Second)

I (Fee Per Second)

B. Flight Operation 4171588, 17 December 1964' (Cont'd)
iU

68.0 4.250 -30
68.7 4.2C-5 -10
69.3 4,246 -12
70.2 4.222 42

70.5 4,203

71.3 4.165 -5
72-3 q165 -15
72.8 4.135 .,-10
73.5 4.067 -33
74.2 4,055 -25

75.0 4,045 -1
,75.5 4.029 -13
76.3 4,022 0
77.i 4,010 +I0
78.0 3,930 -40

78.8 3,907 -44
79.5 3,915 -15
80.3 3,895 -2
81.1 3.895 -24
81.8 3.865 10

82.5 3.855 15
.?-4 3,823 8

Mt.3 3,780 -10
85.1 3,753 -7

85.8 3725 -10

AN/GMD-2 radar-determined veioci!y minus ANi/'-FPS-6 rads-deternined
velocity.

CThe root-mean-square difference for this flight is t24.6 feet pet 3econd.

5 11



Table 3. Voriation of ANiGMD-2 Rawin-Determine ! Velocities

About Curve Fit
AN/GMD.2 I

Time After Launch Rowin-Determined j . Velocity0

(Seconds) Velocity (Feet Per Second)
(Feet Per Second) j

A. Flight Operation 411391, 8 May 196 4b

46.9 4.740 £21
47.6 4.718 -i

48.3 4,700 -12

48.9 4,680 -46
49.6 ,660 180c

50.1 4.644
50.8 4,625 .--4-

51.4 4,605 
52.0 4.588 -
52.6 4.570 -q

53.4 4.546 +!17
54.1 4.527 0

54.7 4.504 2
55A. Afl -, -23

56.2 1 4.466 -29

56.6 4.451 -

57.3 4.4 j-13
58.1 4 ,0A -23

58.7 j 4,388 -39

60.2 4,934

60.8 4.322-_ --
61.5 43 5 1 -0

62:2 4.28.5 j 31
62.9 4.: ",..- .23

63.6 - 4:240"
64.3 4.430 --- ff4.22 -3
65.0 -. 1%5.7 4.!80 -35
66.4 3 4159

67.2 4.137 -34

67.9! , N3 i,

68.7 . 400*2
69.3 1 4,076 -0I

670 1 4.148 -37
1 r I

6.is:26. le-6 eod

17 0 .9 1 4 .0 2 5 -5 t ,

a Difference between the AN GMD-2 data p--.ns*nd the s.oeth --urve fi'

the data -oints.

bThe root-rnn-sq-varatcin : 1h I ts !-26.4 nset per scod.
c Not used ce-mpu'a' :nn 4 --- meam-square variation.

12
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Table 3. jConcluded)

. i ANi, -2Time After Launch Rawin-Desermined A Velocity j
(Swcond%) I Velocity (Feet Per Second)

(Feet Pr Second)

B. Flight Operation 417158A, 17 December 196 4 d

46A 4.9%96-5746.5 4.980 -10
47.1 4,960 40

47.9 4.930 -121
48.4 4.910 0

48-9 4,890 - iL
49.5 4,866 -125
50.3 4 -121
50.9 4.807 +157
51.4 4,782 "100

52.1 4.760 -120

52.7 4.731 -53
53.4 4.707 1+5253.9 .690 -52

54.7 4,665 431

55,3 4_648 ,239 c

55.9 4.628 -5
56.5 4,600 -70
57.2 4,589 -41
57.9 4.5 7 +155

58.4 4,554 -64

59-3 4.530 -76
59.9 4.512 -143
60-5 q4.497 -2
61.1 445A7 -50

61.9 4,456 +59
62.5 4.438 -90

63.3 4,412 0
63.9 4,397 -91
64.5 4,378

65.3 4,354 +28
65.9 4.333 0

"Difference between tse ANiGMD-2 data po-nts and the s c--oot"h ct fit "o
be data points.

cot used in computatior. of .- -man-squa-e v"tion.
d-l-he root-mean-square variation for this fight is :81.9 feet per sec-nd.
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A LT IT UPF. DA T-A

Th aliueofteDNPRO vehicle &ws detcrined using mgusin

rang ad elevation angIg-lc measure-d ky thc AN/GMWND-2. As witl1 velocty. AN<-
F PS-1 radar-determined altitudes we-re used asa W bsis burco arsn

ANIGMND-2 rawi-measured elevation angle wer plte n gahe
smoothed for use in, the altitude compijtations. Figu'"re 3 showrs -a typ ical plot i

AINIGMD-2 mwin-measured ole atoni anglres, the smooth curve drawvn th1-uOR
them, and the corresponding ANF IPS-IS radar-measured elevation angles.

An extremely long smoothing period was used to elimbite the 10- tor 15-
second-period oscillations in the elevati:on- angle data. Coppola- $referenc-e i
suggests that these Oscillations may be due tio the effets of' the 16-0-e-i-
plifier on the sensitivity of the sin.e gaina potentiometer in the A/ D-.These'
oscillations are such as to require a somewthat subjective smoothing, wvhich is
a possible source of error.

The angu-lar differences obtained cn bth flights for wich radar data are a
vailabic are of such a magiftude as to produace significant differences L'etwcenm

'im9rawln-derived and AIN/TS-IS madar-oerive CO'ti~tua. TabIr -4 i

sents the elevation angle differences and the resulting altitude dif-encess rF-n
the results of the slant range data It fis evident that the altitude differencees are
due primarily to differences; in the angular data.

The elevation angle differ-ences appear to be duje to an imProuper rarenwnwno
of the antenna, which results in a system-aaticu error. and somne disturbawnce in- 4inc

traki-a crcux-ts. 'which resus in a Xafn-d- afli A lt of err-or. Table 4id=-
tha--t there is some variable Wit~ch causes the an.lar diffecrence to var-; as thES
ffight Progresses.

T-he 'inL-row'uon oif a sys3tematic erroIr in the anrular- d-ata c-ould coxnealrt
as a result Of the physical -onugriation. of the facilities Wi&c were! avilbe3o
Orientation- Preffiliht orilentation- Of the -AN/-M-2 antenna -was acetnn!:h-pllod
oy lockingr onto a ISPOq-3Me radiolsor-de transm-nitter located on a Pole- abntli
from the antenna. A survey had established ani el1evation angle Of 7 .2'a deg-rt b

an d an a7zinu th. off 349. 98 d egreces f rom r antenna to trasi tter, -a nd the pr int -
angular readings of the -AN. GM-2- were adjutt' to these values. llovier on.

tical sigh tin- of the transmitter twas no-.t nossibie thr,± gh the eprntectn-eudonv
wich the anltnna was housed.

A later check Performed with the A-%-i-GMD-29 showred that the orientati-con S-
initter signal as sufficiently strong to., permzit tahIC 2 K/GNtO-
with several side lobes. These l1ohoss surrounPded the el-ct-ricalI axis fi1 he uun-

nanfrmin a cone with a cenuP-al angle of betwveen 2 andLI-I der-.Snete
orientation transmitter could not be seen. iU is Possible that oine Of the S'everl'

14
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Table, I AM/GMD-2 Rcs-in-Dente-m&aed Eletosion Angles and Altitudes CopworeA Withj
AN fFPSJ1 Rcdor-Deteraiaed Ekevot-io Amales and Altitudes

A?' PS-16 ATS

L4ciRodc--Dete- -ined lt-
'Seons) Elevation Anole Altitd (et

(Degrnc(Feet)

A- Flight Operation 417104, '7 Necer-er 1964

7 1 -85 --J 1S3 fl

'=7!~

SMaa

~~-7 -S 7729 -i

57 z .r i-, 3

0iS1 -75

- -- lD6=-3ra-a. c.mt



side 1-obes of the A-a-MD s ~ o C oto t-he orietation tr-X~s~z. tb
lisin asyste-matfic error- in the eieratix anl redng.Tere

siietht isteimatic errors- of different. in-gi des were establsd or- e ~
fgh. A bias off this nature can be eail eliminated hr inron tc

availlable ftor orelaunc netio.

Amore disturbing- f'-ture offthe elevation angle differenmces sie'-- thei
inmantuewith time, as can be seen in flzre 3. At.-tmpts we__U lcref ae toc--tr
e"n the source -of this rar-adion in thne nlhe-aa ant-c differi'mles: bu-t pfl~i-iai

futle- kavestigaed as potential surces of this v-ariable differer-n-ein -- swr

i. the slew rates of the ANESIiand the AINIC-2 anterF -n- Cose e

2.AINOIM-2 2-atena e evationr angle.

* lhoa no soiure of Aihwnhe =-nfrn - -.,- 1-0.d s-x-_ -.l a

interest. were naMed-

I.The angua crnfereaice nrescran-idlv- as the actuail slew rate Of tner~-
antenna cha nged from positive (icesn leva-tiOn angdeS) to nega.tive (d-e-
creasing elevation angles).

2. rite anjniu71-r difference decreased after vpge.~ii& 1 coincided with aI
maited increase in both AN FPS-16 sr-d AkN/GCMD-2 nemuatve s-lew ranjes

Since the source of the anzialr differen-ce--s is mA.nw it is not possible9 to
apoivxai- coreenons to the -ANIG3D-2 data. it is reasonable, therefore, -Fo
fassume that* what, is true for the twom fights for wihich radar &dt= are aideis
also true tf-or the two ffight icifr w1hich. radar data are not avtailable: Thnat AN. ',M I)-
2 rawin-determined altitudes are about. I per cent lower than rndh-r-detinrne4o:d

atlitdes.

C ONCLAUSKION S

Tw.o major sources off error were presenti a al flihtZs ad must boe elu.
nate beoretheDENPRO system. can be considered operatinldtewsW

diturbing efffect of- roctet spin on the ranzge--chage signal. T1his d mc Mni~
j'ested Itself in a larger rotma-qaevariation in the velocity data thor :;

er.wise woumld hamve occurred. The other was the elevation. wngular differtEnces
winch res-Ifted in. altituo Utifferceces 5 to 10 times gretra 0,00 ett-u

shMIld be expected.
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Nevrtelescerai. : nncaions -j- -r be __ au ratv rorn thle re'ulz t,- Un

fopur D EN PRO ffl ha4 5 evaiu-edtIr-'4F.

1. TheA asMD-9 fi5m -Ior tiht. UEPR syRuim is -- ---

aosc-borne jrv &tAn~ te, aatf -d- pcarim ~ fl is(21

2.AN rwp eiA/GNM-2 n-detennined vdelcifes -may be ecsxectcd to be Alls4 per
cer~t of -VN'FPS-W drdeexirc elcte

3. -ANI&M-2 iwin-deemmnea Zu~ft42dcs are about 1 per cent lower1 than AN.'
FF5-IS radar-deenined altitdes up to an altitude2 of -400, 000 ct
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